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Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. elsmi

2. attun

3. nlipveoged

4. leuipnltf

5. oideancsrlbe

6. ecdnte

7. oyanpmc

8. mcolyp

9. uyrhr

10. tionfrca

11. latyyro

12. lios

13. dlemyo

14. legryeootmo

1. To wear an expression on the face in which 

the corners of the mouth turn up and the 

eyes get brighter.

2. To make fun of, tease, or challenge using 

mean language.

3. Gaining in size, maturity, or complexity.

4. Large in amount; more than enough.

5. Large in size or amount.

6. Proper or suitable.

7. A business firm or organization.

8. To do what is asked or demanded; act in 

agreement with a rule.

9. To move or act with speed; to rush.

10. A part or very small part of a whole.

11. The power or position of a royal person.

12. The top layer of the earth's surface.

13. Musical sounds in a pleasant order and 

arrangement.

14. The science that studies the earth's 

weather and atmosphere.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. elsmi smile

2. attun taunt

3. nlipveoged developing

4. leuipnltf plentiful

5. oideancsrlbe considerable

6. ecdnte decent

7. oyanpmc company

8. mcolyp comply

9. uyrhr hurry

10. tionfrca fraction

11. latyyro royalty

12. lios soil

13. dlemyo melody

14. legryeootmo meteorology

1. To wear an expression on the face in which 

the corners of the mouth turn up and the 

eyes get brighter.

2. To make fun of, tease, or challenge using 

mean language.

3. Gaining in size, maturity, or complexity.

4. Large in amount; more than enough.

5. Large in size or amount.

6. Proper or suitable.

7. A business firm or organization.

8. To do what is asked or demanded; act in 

agreement with a rule.

9. To move or act with speed; to rush.

10. A part or very small part of a whole.

11. The power or position of a royal person.

12. The top layer of the earth's surface.

13. Musical sounds in a pleasant order and 

arrangement.

14. The science that studies the earth's 

weather and atmosphere.


